High Towers

Current Name: High Towers

Original Name: High Towers

Address: 1530 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(Dupont Circle Neighborhood)

Architect(s): Alvin L. Aubinoe and Harry L. Edwards
(for Cafritz Construction Company)

Year of Construction: 1938

Current Status: Residential

Original Use: Residential

High Towers and its companion, The Majestic, represent some of the best Art Deco apartment houses in the city, with a successful combination of architects and builder known for harmonious blending of form and stylistic details. These buildings seem to soar within Washington's height limit as they are made to seem taller by stacked bays with ziggurats breaking through the cornice line. Everything says “skyscraper.” And each has a wonderful entrance, which was actually used four times by the Cafritz Company in Washington. The stainless steel doors are also found on several apartment buildings in New York.
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